Résumé. 2014 Les propriétés thermodynamiques du modèle à portée infinie, en présence d'une interaction ferromagnétique moyenne (J0 ~ 0), se déduisent aisément du cas J0 = 0. Les conséquences de certaines propriétés subtiles, prédites pour la phase verre de spin, apparaissent alors en pleine lumière.
1. Introduction. - In order to obtain a mean field theory of spin glasses, one studies the infinite-ranged Sherrington-Kirkpatrick (SK) model [1] :
where the Jij are independent random variables. Among all the cumulants of the random law p(Jij), only the first JOIN and the second J2/N are relevant, due to the normalization (N is the number of spins) which must be enforced to obtain an appropriate thermodynamic limit. Therefore, the problem has four natural parameters : T, H, Jo, J ; setting J = (2) and (5), corresponding to the breaking of replica symmetry [2] . Lines (3) and (4) The value Afc(r) and the position H~(T) of the instability line (number (1) in Fig. 1 Finally, the verticality of line (4) is a straightforward consequence of the expression for A(T, M) given above. Since A2(M) is temperature independent in the spin glass phase, the coefficient of M 2, in vanishes for Jo = 1, at any temperature smaller than T = 1. The crucial point in this argument is the temperature-independence of the (zero-field) susceptibility X in the spin glass phase, for Jo = 0. In a recent meeting (Antwerpen, April 1980), M. Kosterlitz [5] mentioned to us that he had made low temperature expansions which agreed with a vertical line (4) and that moreover D. Thouless had a thermodynamic argument for it. So this result is not presented here with a claim of being original. However, the use of the PaT hypothesis allows to go further and to make predictions for the nature of the transition singularities. 3 . Nature of the transitions. -One may distinguish two sets of transition lines. Across transition lines (2) and (3), there is not much problem. The transitions across lines (4) and (5) All these awkward exponents have been derived from the exponent 10/3 in the PaT expression for A2(M). The existence of a finite Jo has allowed the cancellation of the dominant M2 term and to bring to the fore the, usually subdominant, anomalous term. Also note that this term suggests, according to loose but swift arguments [6] , an upper critical dimensionality de = 5 for the pure spin glass-mixed phase transition.
Transition line (5) , and actually the whole instability surface, exhibits the same singularities as transition line (1) . Within the PaT hypothesis, transition line (1) is predicted to be second order, in the Ehrenfest sense, with jumps for the specific heat and the susceptibility. This emphasizes, once more, the necessary relation, in this model, between the existence of a mixed phase, for Jo &#x3E; 1, and the existence of a spin glass phase, As a final comment, comparison of figure 1 of this paper and that of reference [7] is suggestive of what may happen for m-component vector spins. 4 . Conclusion. -Although the infinite-ranged SK model is obviously far from the physical reality of the materials accessible to the experimentalist, the results presented above do provide some further theoretical motivations for studying the mixed (ferromagneticspin glass) phase and its transitions toward pure ferromagnetic or pure spin glass phases.
